TRAVEL-DIARY
nounced, in advance, that he would never make use of the
chairs: 'My psychology does not allow me to do so.' For
the moment, in any case, everybody was prepared to
walk. Fleming supervised our departure with his custo-
mary efficiency. One saw his life, at that moment, as a
succession of such startings-out in the dawn. He stood
pulling at his pipe, giving orders to the coolies, tying up
loose ends, adjusting the weight of bags, encouraging each
member of the party with a joke or a word. At the bot-
tom of the path the horses were waiting. We said good-
bye to Major Yang, who had decided not to accompany
us. He was afraid of straining his newly-healed wounds.
The way up the pass was no more than a winding mule-
track, very steep in places, and slippery with mud from
mountain streams. Far below us the torrent rushed over
the boulders. Lizards with blue tails flickered across the
path and there were dragon-flies and tiger-beetles, tur-
quoise and viridian. Fleming eyed the copses for signs of
game and delighted us by exclaiming: 'How I wish I had
a rook-rifle!' Our preliminary defensive attitude to-
wards him—a blend of anti-Etonianism and professional
jealousy—had now been altogether abandoned. He, on his
side, confessed to a relief that we weren't hundred per
cent ideologists: 'I'd expected you two to be much more
passionate.' Laughing and perspiring we scrambled up-
hill; the Fleming Legend accompanying us like a dis-
torted shadow. Auden and I recited passages from an
imaginary travel-book called 'With Fleming to the Front'.
Near the top of the pass we stopped to rest at a farm-
house. Auden went inside and came bounding out again
with loud cries of dismay, nearly knocking over an old
woman. 'My God!' he exclaimed. 6It's full of bees!' The
old woman was astonished and angry at his behaviour—
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